


Introduction of the book:

The love felt with poetry is such an awesome feeling and great warm 
hearts filled with love and happiness to an mindset on an powerful word 
subject to write on poetry loves me each and every day I take my time 
out to at least write one poem to express the love you give poetry so 
there is a question asked to why do you love me poetry. On this beautiful 
journey to writing a poetry novel of love filled with bleeding ink so read 
up and enjoy this book I love all of my readers and GOD bless you .

Janessa Jordan-Rowell
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Why Do You Love Me Poetry

Tell me why do you love me?
For what reasons don’t play
Any mind games define love
To answer why do you love me?
I need an explanation to my question
Asked so why do you love me?
Is it personality?
Is it sexuality?
Is it my way of physical looks
Tell me why you love me
Love the dangerous game to play
So give me a reason why do you love me?
I would like to hear a good positive response 
To why you love me.





Responsibilities

I have always been taking care
Of my responsibilities as a young
Women poetry is one of my responsibilities
It is your responsibility poetry to love
Me and to take care of me I have become
Your responsibility is it your duty to love
Me you have control over me it is your 
Responsibility act to love me.





You Made Me

You made me who I am today
With your love and grace invented
Me with poetry of awesome love
I can always depend on you poetry
You enrich me produced me and 
Shaped me into a poetry angle
Man made by poetry I’m created
You made me.





Globalized

Globalized love of poetry
The feeling felt to be loved
Damn poetry really love me
Interpersonal complexity in
Managing me how can I get
Those loving words of 
Communication in your
Globalized love connectivity
Worldwide you globalized me
In your auto industry of the love
Of poetry.





Independent

Independent mindful words of
Thoughts independent poetry
Reality to oneself independent
Not influenced by others but
Self-motivated jurisdiction to
Support financially independent
Poetry spirt of independence self
Confident independent love from 
Poetry.





Pleasure

The pleasure of love in poetry
Happiness gladness delectation
Poetry pleasure enjoyment I’m
So delighted to have joy refer
To the feeling of being loved
By poetry it is such a pleasure
To be loved by you I am so
Pleased and satisfied what a
Pleasure delightment.





Question

I’m in question to test 
The interrogative answers
To my question ask this
Act of inquiry so why do
You love me poetry?





Answer

Waiting for your answer
Of reply in my request
The equivalent approximation
In reply favorably to me.





Response

Response in reaction
The affirming love
Responding to me in
Your poetic guidelines
Reply of your reaction
In your verse phrase
Or wonderful message
The result to response.





Reason

The reason of the love from
Poetry good sense justification
To poetry explanation for my
Belief action that mentally
Powers me by your love basis
It’s cause for my own understanding
A pure reason.





Purpose

What is your purpose of love?
Can you determine it to me?
Poetry the intention that I have
Achieved to be loved by you 
I aimed to reach my goal to
Write poetry my purpose is
To express my inspiration
Design writing.





Showing 

Showing me your love and 
Affection your love for showing
Is so great my heart melts for love
Until the dusk of day. The night
Facts when love’s away why do
You love poetry is all I can say 
Is it until dawn day’s love me 
With your beauty it feels so great
My wondering mind love I see you
Me poetry is all I can say while
Waiting for your answer in the 
Moment in time for the love of
Poetry and poetry is mines.





Emotion 

Emotion love from poetry I have
A natural relationship my mind is
Deriving in the mood emotion
Effervescent sparking with life
The magnificent emotion of love
Creature of wonder my open-minded
Willing to listen your talented gifted
With ability in emotion my important
And blessing from your community
Poetry the open-hearted filled with
Generosity keeping me from the wackiness.





Attraction 

The charm to love the attraction
Of poetry is like a magnet the magnet
Attractive love in poetry alluring the
Amazing tantalizing thrilling in a sense
It is so awesome and feels ravishing an
Entrancing drawing people for the works
Of poetry compassionate able to feel for
Others attraction tolerant endless patience
Immaculate carrying out the love attraction
In poetry to perfection a nice sweet soul
Attraction.





Growth 

Growth of the love from poetry
I’m fully grown in the love of
Poetry increasing my physical
Mindset developing me to
Maturation I find my growth
And love into becoming’s
Through poetry as my growth
Stage change from year to year
And day to day my personal growth.





Passionate 

Passionate phenomenal love
That turned me into an amazing
Person my selfless placing others
Before self the scintillating poetry
You made me shine brilliantly
It is incredible how you raise the
Bar for greatness observant keenly
Perceptive the noble self-sacrificing
My articulate for the love of poetry
I have my gift of expression trustworthy
In your poetry love is good as gold 
Ethical guided by conscience.





Poetic Feeling

The picturesque was strikingly beautiful
The oasis is full of love the exuberant a
Lively presence is tactful ever sensitive
It is so incredible poetic feeling of cheer
Is infectious the love share your opinions
Freely the poetic feeling is so exciting I
Engage with a fetching smile on my face
I am a leader where I go others will follow
The innocent an unspoiled purity honorable
Heart generous poetic feeling.



 



Elevated Thoughts

Elevated thoughts is excellent and
Full of merit I am laidback I have 
A relaxed mind eclectic a person
Of diverse interests valiant possessing
Bravery I feel so admirable everyone’s
Respect for talent earnest poetry love
Sincerity adorably so the elevated thoughts
Is like terrific.





Rhythm 

Rhythm rational ever logical
Love poetry I always strive to
Be good yearning a drive to
Succeed thorough attentive
In details I am happy the joy
To have the love around me
It is so magnificent a creature
Of wonder rhythm.





Thank You

Thank you so much for the kindness
Thank you for being there for me
In my time of need thank you
For the encouragement to go and move
Forward thank you in my appreciations
From me to you thank you.






